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"soft skills" that are so necessary for effective leadership. These include... Updated in its 13th edition, Joseph Devito's The Interpersonal Communication Book provides a highly Messages: Building Interpersonal Communication Skills. 312 Pages•2015•184.33 MB•665 Downloads•New! Messages: Building Interpersonal Communication Skills, Fifth Canadian Edition, is a practical, task, Communication and Teamwork. 241 Pages•2009•3.53 MB•4,805 Downloads•New! Games for better brains! The Interpersonal Communication Book is available in both print and digital formats. The flexibility of these options encourages students to make choices about their own learning style preferences in order to become more engaged and involved in the learning process. What's New in This Fifteenth Edition? Revel. Educational technology designed for the way today's students read, think, and learn. Revel is an interactive learning environment that deeply engages students and prepares them for class. Media and assessment integrated directly within the authors' narrative lets students read, explore...